
Sports & outdoor brands 
leaving the competition  
in the dust



In my first year on BigCommerce, I 
did $1.1M. Now, we’re on target for 
more than $9 million.

Tyler Sullivan, BombTech Golf Founder





We were able to deliver a shopping experience 
that is on par with the one that fans receive  
at the game.

Sean Callihan, Director of business development, EYStudios





BigCommerce provides us the functionality  
to deliver the same custom experience  
digitally that we offer in-person.

John Bishop, Ecommerce Project Manager





By migrating to BigCommerce, we were able 
to take a big leap forward technologically 
without the corresponding development time.

Josh Klaristenfeld, Co-founder and COO





Our sites are now responsive, and as 
a result, our mobile conversion rate 
has doubled.

Cory Barnes, Digital Marketing Manager





We looked at other ecommerce platforms 
that claimed to offer similar enterprise-level 
flexibility and features, but BigCommerce far 
exceeded the competition.

Marc Ducey, President





Our goal is always to come full circle in creat-
ing and developing opportunities for young 
water polo athletes to achieve their goal. 
Plus, sales have grown over 75%!

Alex Young, General Manager





We moved to BigCommerce so we could stop 
worrying about maintaining a Magento Enterprise 
server, which was costing us tens of thousands of 
dollars every year.

Kurt Ainsworth, CEO and co-founder





Our conversion rate is up 541% in the 
first six months vs. the last six months 
using the Magento platform.

Charles Countryman, Owner





PayPal and Bigcommerce are so well 
integrated that it was essentially a 
turnkey operation for us.

Stephen Ahnert, Co-founder





Adding the mobile platform capability 
to our website increased our mobile 
conversions by a staggering 900%.

Rita Shelley





The BigCommerce implementation provides direct 
top-line growth benefit and operationally will be 
more economical as an overall solution than our 
previous custom product.

Stewart Guest-Smith, VP of Digital and Strategy





With Magento, there were so many moving 
pieces, and the cost of development was 
going to be astronomical.

Brian Van, Founder





Thanks to BigCommerce’s robust APIs and 
customizable template files, we were able 
to build a customized FAQ with content 
crawlable by search engines.

Michael Leff, Vice President of Technology





When we were on Magento, our site was 
down about once a week over the course 
of three years.

Paul Yoo, President





The re-platform and redesign wasn’t as 
difficult as we thought and we didn’t lose 
any traffic or search rankings.

Chris Hungerford, Owner 







“Online retail has become a huge growth driver for our merchants across 

the entire sporting goods industry,” said Tod Klubnik, SVP of Global Sales 

for BigCommerce. “For retailers selling in competitive categories like 

sporting goods and outdoor equipment, a flexible and open SaaS platform 

represents a competitive advantage and allows them to focus on winning 

market share instead of managing backend infrastructure.”



With BigCommerce, you’re  
in good company. 





Grow your business faster 
A powerful ecommerce platform with superior  

reliability and advanced tools for running  

your whole business



Call for a demo

1-877-369-3174
www.bigcommerce.com

#1 in ecommerce for a reason



www.bigcommerce.com


